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PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.

The directors of the Phoenix Assurance Company, 
of London, England, on hearing of the Halifax 
disaster, cabled instructions for a contribution of 
$5,000 to be made for purposes of relief, on behalf 
of the Phoenix and its subsidiary, the Acadia I'ire
Insurance Company. ... , _

Cables state that the Union Marine Insurance 
Company, of Liverpool, which is owned by the 
Phoenix Assurance Company, is acquiring the 
Northern Maritime Insurance Company, of Ncw- 
castle-on-Tyne.

LAPSES : EXPENSIVE AND HAZARDOUS.

The life agent cannot be too well primed in 
arguments designed to meet the policyholder who 
shows signs of a desire to lapse his policy. He 
must point out that the lapse of a life insurance 
policy is expensive to the insured and hazardous 
for his family. The insured cannot drop a policy 
with the intention of renewing later, or drop a 
policy in order to take a policy in another company, 
without losing a considerable part of what he has 
paid, paying more for the new than he has paid 
for the old, and incurring the hazard of death and 
becoming uninsurable in addition.

If the insured is dissatisfied with the form of his 
policy he should bring his troubles to the attention 
of the company. The worst thing he can do is to 
lapse his policy and take out insurance in another 
company without first finding out what the original 
company will do, for the reason that the original 
company has on hand certain accumulations result
ing from the payment of past premiums which 
can be used to the insured’s advantage in making 
the change desired. The insured might lose these 
credits to a large extent by entering into negotia
tion with another company. In other words, the 
holder of a policy can invariably do better with his 
original company than by attempting to cance, 
his policy outright and to substitute insurance in
another company. ____

Any new policy he takes out costs more on account 
of his increase in age. If he takes another policy 
of the same kind he will have to pay more than he 
paid for the policy he lapsed, and every year of 
delay in taking out a new policy means a further
increase in the cost. , „ , .

It is also pointed out by the travelers of Hart
ford, which has lately been concerning itself with 
the education of its policyholders along these lines, 
that an element fraught with most serious conse
quences is the combined chance of death and un- 
insurability. Of 85,441 men living at age thirty 
7,335 will have died before age forty, and the per
centage of deaths increases every year. Equally 
serious is the chance of becoming uninsurable. 
Approximately one in every fourteen applicants 
is rejected for life insurance. Every year a certain 
number of men who were physically fit a few months 

uninsurable, and the number tn-

1Four thousand two hundred men are employed 
by Canadian municipalities in waiting for fires 
to occur and then attempting to extinguish them. 
The cost of this service exceeds $4,000,000 a year.
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Montreal Tramways Company
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